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Reality Augmentation


	 http://www.se.rit.edu/~jrv/research/ar/introduction.html


	 introduction and in depth overview → http://www.se.rit.edu/~jrv/research/ar/introduction.html 


	 “Design Fiction Chronicles: Aram Bartholl’s Vision of Augmented Reality” http://www.nearfuturelaboratory.com/2009/04/14/design-fiction-chronicles-aram-bartholls-vision-of-augmented-reality/








computer aided


	 http://www.se.rit.edu/~jrv/research/ar/


	 pointers to pointers

	  http://www.se.rit.edu/~jrv/research/ar/ 





	 http://www.hitl.washington.edu/research/shared_space/download/


	 hitl (hit lab) &gt;  http://www.hitl.washington.edu/research/shared_space/download/ 


	 http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/slvg/ncv.html


	 nomadic collaborative visualisation http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/slvg/ncv.html 


	 mixed reality lab, uni. of singapore &gt; http://mixedreality.nus.edu.sg/ 


	 arlab from unisa &gt; http://www.tinmith.net/ 


	 slam for ar   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQdP-mspcak   http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~gk/   








tangible


	 hiroshi ishii > http://web.media.mit.edu/~ishii/ 








chemical


	 Deoyxplasm 







 Edit



Projects


	 'Living Room' A research project of the University of Art and Design Basel (HGK Basel ) → http://www.fhbb.ch/hgk/af/livingroom/ 


	 “Constructing the Hallucinations of Psychosis in Virtual Reality,” Journal of Network and Computer Applications, January, 2004 


	 various  Bauhaus University projects »  http://www.uni-weimar.de/~bimber/research.php 
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AR and VR Hardware




displays


	 i-O Display Systems make the i-glasses head mounted displays - some of the most cost effective head mounted displays that supports both video and optical see-through AR (optical versions are not currently in production). They also have a good range of 3D film, video and multimedia products.  http://www.i-glasses.com/ 


	 http://www.eye-trek.com/


	 The Olympus  displays are very slim and light weight, but cost a little more. A good alternative. http://www.eye-trek.com/ 


	 Sony - they used to make the Glasstron display, but currently have no models available. Are expected to release a new model in 2003.


	 Marshall Electronics - Make small, high quality cameras suitable for mounting on the i-glasses display or other head mounted displays.  http://www.mars-cam.com/ 


	 Stereo3D - an excellent independent 3D and Virtual Reality resource, including information and reviews on many relevant products.  http://www.stereo3d.com/3dhome.htm 


	 an online shop with a considerable range of Headset Displays.  http://www.tekgear.ca 


	 Trivisio goggles →   http://www.trivisio.com/mixed-reality.html 
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